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Martial Arts - Righteous Devil Style

Kiss of the Sun Concentration
Core, p. 450/451

Add any dice from aiming to post-soak damage of withering
attacks or convert them to a single die added to the

raw damage of a decisive attack. Gambits benefit fully.
Mastery: Add full dice to decisive. Withering becomes auto-successes

Righteous Devil Form
Core, p. 451

Roll to intimidate upon assuming the form. Affected
enemies take the stylists Charisma as penalty on some

actions. May reflexively aim at the start of each turn.
Additional effects apply, please refer the book.

Cloud of Ebon Devils
Core, p. 450

When aiming with the firewand, the stylist can also reload
without needing a separate action. If enemies are at

close range, a roll needs to be made. 
Mastery: Supplement Join Battle to reflexively aim/draw.

Caress of 1,000 Hells
Core, p. 452

Engulf a character in flames that offer repentance or death.
Choosing repentance forces a new Intimacy, forcing them

to usually surrender. Other choice results in aggravated
damage in addition to normal damage. Terrestrial applies.

Dancing Devil Trigger Finger
Core, p. 452

Apply a decisive attack against all enemies in a 90° arc.
Up to one enemy at close range, two at short, three at

medium. Make a single decisive attack, roll damage
separately. Terrestrial applies, refer the book.

Azure Abacus Meditation
Core, p. 451

Fire at an enemy and gain bonuses depending on the
amount of cover an enemy has. Once per encounter

can be reset.
Terrestrial: No Cover counts as Light Cover for this Charm

Phoenix Flies on Golden Wings
Core, p. 452

Boost the damage of an attack based on distance. The
bonus is added as successes on a withering attack or as

dice on a decisive attack.
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Blossom of Inevitable Demise
Core, p. 450

Apply double 10s on the damage roll of a decisive
attack. Can exchange the range of a firewand to medium,

although doing so requires an aim action still.

Burning Judgment Halo
Core, p. 451/452

Create a bonfire-like ring of flames. encompassing all
characters at close range. The flames never damage the
stylist and remain until he moves, then one more turn.

Terrestrial: Flames last only until next turn.

☑
☑

Righteous Devil Style Info
The Righteous Devil is a figure of burning fury and solemn
judgment, a wandering hero protecting the innocent.

The heart of the style is not the fiery attacks, but the judgment
that preceeds them.  Many students of this style have a
Principle which encompasses their righteousness, which
decrees that the powerful shalt not oppress and abuse the
weak, for judgment will be upon them.

Weapons
• Firewands
• Other Flame-discharge 
   weapons

Armor
Light armor
Medium armor

All Three Charms


